
 

Silent Hill Movie In Hindi Download Silent Hill Movie In Hindi Download is an Indian cinema horror film which is based on
Silent Hill psychological horror video game, published in 1999. The movie is directed by the ad-filmmaker, Michael J. Bassett.
This movie stars Radhika Apte in the lead role and Pritish Kunder in a supporting role. The movie was released on 1 December
2012, in India under Imagica Entertainment banner. The story revolves around a school teacher who faces one of her students
who unleashes an evil spirit that takes over the town of Silent Hill with its dark secrets and horrific past. Silent Hill Movie In
Hindi Download is an Indian cinema horror film which is based on the Silent Hill psychological horror video game. The movie
is directed by the ad-filmmaker, Michael J. Bassett. This movie stars Radhika Apte in the lead role and Pritish Kunder in a
supporting role. The movie was released on 1 December 2012, in India under Imagica Entertainment banner. The story revolves
around a school teacher who faces one of her students who unleashes an evil spirit that takes over the town of Silent Hill with its
dark secrets and horrific past. 

Silent Hill Movie In Hindi Download has been shot in Canada.

The movie is scored by Jayesh Ghosh with lyrics from Anand Bakshi and Gopi Sunder. The soundtrack of the movie consists of
9 songs which are composed by Jayesh Ghosh and it included the popular song "Mera Kya Aapki" from his previous album
"Jeev Raha Hai". A remix version of this soundtrack track "Mera Kya Aapki" is also included in the album. This is a cover
version done in a lighter theme to a famous folk song "Pagli Bai", which was originally sung by Hariharan. The soundtrack was
released on 8 October. Some scenes of the film were shot in Coimbatore, India; which included a crowd-funded scene with the
local people of the city.

The movie received mixed response from critics. Haricharan Pudipeddi from "Nowrunning" gave 2/5 stars to the movie and
thus commented "While it is technically brilliant, one can't help but wonder what could have been if Bassett had put a stronger
story and better screenplay at the helm. The attempt is laudable, but the project turns out to be more of a tedious experience."
Shivesh Kumar from "IndiaWeekly" gave 3/5 stars to the movie and stated "Overall Silent Hill is not a bad effort. It has its good
moments. But it lacks the scare factor one expects in a horror film." The movie went on to gross Rs 2.56 crores at the box office
against its budget of 2 crore.

The reviews are mixed to negative response from audiences with many reviews stating that movie was really boring and fails to
scare anyone.

  is an Indian film director who works under his nickname, Michael J.
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